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MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
COMPUTATION BOOK

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

Iu all work in wiaich accuracy and ease of reference are important, much depends upon carrying out the computation

in a systematic manner. The following instructions, taken from the Engineering Depariment Figuring Book of the
Allis-Chalmers Co., sevve as a guide in this matter.

“All computations, of whatever kind, are to be made in these books, except in cases

where special blanks may ‘be provided for specific kinds of computation, Computations may
be made in ink or pencil, whichever may be more convenient. Pencil figuring should be

lone with a soft pencil. All the work of computation should be done in these books,

including all detail figuring.”
“Each subject should begin on a new page, no matter how much space may be left on

the previous page. The subject, with the date of beginning it, should be plainly written at
the top of the first page of the subject.”

“Work should be done systematically, and as neatly as consistent with rapidity. The

books are, however, intended for convenience, aud no unnecessary work should be done for
sake of appearance only. Errors should be crossed off instead of erased, except where the
latter will facilitate the work. Work should not be crowded. Paper costs less than the time

which would be expended in attempting to economize space in making erasures.”
“Where curves drawn on section paper (or sketches) are necessary parts of a computa.

tion. they should be pasted in the book, except where specifically otherwise provided for.”
“Computations should be indexed, in the back of the book, by the person using the book.”
 Ook kk kW

TECHNOLOGY STORE
HARVARD COOPERATIVE SOCIETY, Inc.

40 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge, Massachusetts
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HEAR HAROLD E. EDGERTON

Scientist and Inventor of the Stroboscope
SPEAK ON

“The Lams that Freezes Motion”

SEE Photographs taken at one millionth of a second

Bubbles bursting ~ bullets in motion - glass breaking

The wonder pictures of the centurv

(Articles on Prof. Edgerton's remarkable invention now appearing in current issues ol
“Reader's Divest’’ and “Scientific American’)

at thie

CLAFLIN CLUB
NEWTONVILLE METHODIST CHURCH

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 16, 1940 6:30 P. M.

Dinner Tickets 50 cents (note reduced price)

Gn OWING TO THE DEMAND FOR TICKETS, RESERVATIONS MUST BE MADE
BY TUESDAY NIGHT. PHONE GEORGE TAYLOR, JR. NEWTON NORTH 3412
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0halAnnouncing A New Service %

IQuicker-Than-A-¥Wink" Portraits of Children

By High-Speed Photography

No longer need your children-sit in the glare and discomfort
of bright lights while their pictures are being taken. No longer
need they hold themselves self-consciously still.

These difficulties of child portraiture are avolded in our
studios by the use of high-speed, stroboscopic lamps, These lamps,
supplied by Professor Edgerton and his associates, permit light
modelling in the same manner as do ordinary lights; but they free
the photographer from the restrictions of slow exposure and the
subject from the necessity of sitting still, As a result, perfectly
natural, dyvnamlc pictures of children mav be made with ease.

We believe that stroboscopic lighting opens up a new era in
portraiture. Bring in your children and let us show you what may
be done with the new lamps. No other studin in Boston 1s equipped
Eta do thie kind of work.

A display of portraits teken with high-speed lights will be
ng in the gallery at ou» studios from February fifth to February
twenty-fourth. Also, a collection of Professor Edgerton's pictures
and a few Kodachrome slides of action in color will be shown, You
are cordially invited to vigit this exhipit and the studios.

Technology Photo Service

Room 3-017

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge

Sitting and six finished prints, all different
poses, for five dollars, Additional prints of your
own choice at fifty cents each. Size: four by six
inches.

For Appolntment

Phone Kirkland 6900

And Ask For

fechnonlogy Photo Service
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"Quicker-Than-A~Wink! Portraits of Children

By High-Speed Photography

No longer need your children-sit in the glare and discomfort
of bright lights while thelr pictures are being taken. No longer
need they hold themselves self-consciously still.

These difficulties of child portraiture are avoided in our
studlos by the use of high-speed, stroboscopic lamps. These lamps,
supplied by Professor Edgerton and his associates, permit light
nodelling in the same manner as do ordinary lights; but they free
che photographer from the restrictions of slow exposure and the
subject from the necessity of sitting still. As a result, perfectly
natural, dynamic pictures of children mav be made wlth ease.

We believe that stroboscopic lighting opens up a new era in
portraiture, Bring in your children and let us show you what may
oe done with the new lamps. No other studio in Boston is equipped
tn do this kind of work.

A dlsplay of portralts teken with high-speed lights will be
hung in the gallery at our studios from February fifth to February
twenty-fourth. Also, a collection of Professor Edgerton's pictures
and a few Kodachrome slides of action in color will be shown. You
are cordially invited to vislt this exhiblt and the studios.

I'echnology Photo Service

Room 3-017

Magsachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge

Sitting and six finished prints, all different
poses, for five dollars, Additional prints of your
own choice at fifty cents each. Size: four by six
inches.

For Appointment

Phone Kirkland 6900

And Ask For
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Eleventh Annual

VISUAL EDUCATION

CONFERENCE

‘Gheme:
“What is New in Visual and Radio Education? ”

Under the Auspices of the

NEW ENGLAND SECTION
DEPARTMENT OF VISUAL INSTRUCTION

of The

NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION, “BOSTON UNIVERSITY
R84 Exeter Street. near Boston Public Library

SATURDAY, MARCH 30, 1940
Morning Session at 9:30
Afternoon Session at 2

Continuous Exhibits 9:30—5

PLEASE SAVE THIS BOOKLET FOR FUTURE REFERENCE!
In Addition to Announcing Qur Program,ItWillServe You as a Reliable Trade Directory for Your Needs

In Visual and Radio Education
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PROGRAM
Registrations and exhibits, 9:30 to 10:00 AM.

Morning session begins at 10:00 promptly

What is being done in Visual and Radio Education in Rhode Island:
PROFESSOR HENRY E. CHILDS, supervisor of Visual Lducition.

Providence Rhode Island Public Schools.
professor of Visual Education at Brown University.

What in being done in Visual and Radio Education at Dartmouth
PROFESSOR R. HAVEN FALCONER. Director of Audio-Visual Education

Dartmouth College.

The Boston University Radio Tustitute,
A demonstration of popular adult education courses by radio.
Executive Direcior

DR. HOWARD M. LESOURD, Dean of Boston University Graduate School

Motion Pictures on Human Relations.
A discussion and demonstration of the work of the Progressive Fducation
Association Commission on Human Relations
DR. ALICE V. KELIHER, Director

Organized Effort to Open New Sources
Mr. FANNING HEARON. Exccutive Director. Association ol School Film Libraries

EXHIBITS 11:30 until 2:00 LUNCHEON
A special three course luncheon awaits vou at the Copley Sa. Hotel Dining Room. Meet with

sthers interested in the visual field and discuss your problems

AN EXCELLENT LUNCHEON FOR ONLY FIFTY CENTS
One mimite walk to corner of Fxeter and Huntington

A Review of the Literature in Visual and Radio Education.
MISS EFTTA SCHNEIDER, Managing Fditor.
Visualized Curriculum Series
Special Editor Educational Screen

Eye Witnesses to World Aflairs
A discussion of the project which made the films available and a
demonstration of a sample fil,

MR. ROGER ALLBRIGHT, Sccretary of Film Custodians, Inc.

Ultra High Speed Photography.
A demonstration of the applications of strohice light to photography

PROFESSOR HAROLD FE. EDGERTON. Massachussets Institute of Technolog

The School and the World at Your Fingertips.
MR. PAUL C. RICHARDSON. Educational Director. Radio Corporations of Americ

——

EXHIBITS 4:00 — 5:00 EXHIBITS
silent and sound motion pictures—Lantern slides—TFilmslides—All types and makes of still pic
ture projection equipnent—Screens for all purposes—Flat pictures individual and in units—Maps
_Globes—Models.

COME AND STAY ALL DAY
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KODATRON SPEEDLAMP
FOR ULTRA-RAPID “FROZEN-MOTION’’ STILLS

Through a licensing arrangement with Dr.
Harold E. Edgerton and associates of the Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology, the Eastman
Kodak Company has acquired the exclusive sale
and distribution of the ultra-speed lamp, pre-
viously known as the Speedlite or Speedray. The
complete unit is now called the Kodatron

Speedlamp.

This is an incredibly thin slice of time. Just
for comparison let a half mile represent onc
second, and only one inch of that distance will
equal 1,/30,000 of a second.

The Kodatron flash is about 800 times as fast

as ordinary flashlight. Furthermore, the Koda-
cron tube is good for thousands of flashes. Ex-
perience has shown that its life is well over
5,000.

The quality and intensity of the light from
the Krypton-Xenon-filled tube make it highly
suitable for photographic purposes. For exam-
ple, with recommended Eastman negative
material and developer, the quantity of light
generated is sufficient to produce a fully timed

HCHO still photography, far beyondthe limirs of the fastest shutter, 1s now a

simple matter with the Kodatron Speedlamp.
An clecerically operated, gas-filled tube pro-
duces a brilliant flash of an effective photo-
graphic duration of about 1,30,000 of a second

 } 1

Stopping this graceful dancer
and the swirling folds of her
skirt in mid-air. Two Koda-
tron Speedlamps at 1/30,000 of
a second. Lens stopped down
to £32, Kaufmann and Fabry
photograph.
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BrroRe the Speedlamp is operated, open the power unit by removing four
«crews (two on each side of the cover); then lift the hinged cover. Inspect

he tubes. Fustat and pilot light. The pilot light is reached from the top
»v unscrewing the ruby cap. The tubes and pilot light should be tight in
their sockets and the plate lead to the top of the 1616 Rectifier Tube
should be seated firmly on the plate cap. Make sure that the 3.2 ampere
Juss Fustat is tightly screwed into its socket, A standard type of fuse will
10tfitthissocket. Do not remove the corrugated cards, which are placed
netween the condensers. Close the unit and replace the locking screws.

he condensers inside the Speedlamp Power Unit operate at 2000
olts and there is danger of shock even afler the power is disconnected. For
his reason. always push the red “FLASH TRIP” before the unit is
pened for inspection or repairs. We recommend that only an experi-
need radio technician service the unit if the need should arise.

Procedure for Operation
..Plugthe flash tube into the reflector.

) Both toggle switches on the power unit should be at OIF,
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Berori the Speedlamp is operated, open the power unil by removing four
wrens two on each side of the cover): then lift the hinged cover, Inspect

he tubes. Fustat and pilot light. The pilot light is reached from the top
nv unscrewing the ruby cap. The tubes and pilot light should be tight in
their sockets and the plate lead to the top of the 1616 Rectifier Tube
Should he seated firmly on the plate cap. Make sare that the 3.2 ampere
Buss Fustat is tightly screwed into its socket. standard (ype of fuse will
wot fil this socket, Du not remove the corrugated cards, which are placed
wlween the condensers, Close the unit and replace the locking SCTeWS,

The condensers inside the Speedlamp Power Unit operate at 2000
“alts and there is danger of shock even after the power is disconnected. For
his reason. always push the red “FLASH TRIPT before the unit is
apened Tor inspection or repairs. We recommend that only an expert
aed radio technician service the unit if the need shonld arise

Procedure for Operation
Plug the flash tube into the reflector,

© Both toeee switches on the power unit should be at OFF,
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3. Connect the 6-prong plug and the small plug on the power cord to
heir respective receptacles on the power u nit. The power cord can be

ocked in its receptacle by turning the plug clockwise.
Plug the power cord into a 110-120 volt, 60 cycle outlet capable of

-upplying at least five amperes.
{f a synchronizer is lo be used, plug the synchronizer cord into its
receptacle in the power unit and plug the other end into the syn-
chronizer.

5. Turn on the toggle switch, marked “Modeling Light”; arrange your
ighting and focus the camera.
Curn on the switch marked “Power” and wait ten seconds for the

condenser to charge.
Push the “FLASH TRIP” which will flash the lamp. If the unit is
lashed before ten seconds have elapsed, the resulting flash, il any,
«ill be weaker since the condenser has not had sufficient time to

‘harge. The Kodatron Speedlamp produces a brilliant flash of
axtremely short duration—about 1/30,000 of a second- -capable of
shotographing an average scene 50 feet distantat fi11.
After taking the desired pictures, always turn off the “POWER”
switch and immediately push the “FLASH TRIP.” This will discharge
the condensers,
T'o obtain the most from your SPEEDLAMP it should be synchronized

COURTESY OF KAUFMANN FABRY. CHICAGO. ILL
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_ Conneet the 0-prong plig and the small plug on the power cord to

their respective receptacles an the power unit, The power cord can be
locked in its receptacle by turing the plug clockwise,
Plug the power cord into a 10-120 volt, 60 evele outlet capable of
supplying at least five amperes,

 fa snehironizer is to he used plug the synchronizer cord into its
ceeptacle fir the power unit and plug the other end into the syn
chronizer,

a Turn on the toggle switeh, marked “Modeling Light™ arrange your
lighting and focus the camera.
Turn on the switch marked "Power™ and wait ten seconds for the

condenser to charge.
C Push the “FLASH TRIP which will flash the lamp, 1 the unit is

Hashied before ten seconds have elapsed. the resulting flash. if any.
will he weaker since the condenser has not had sufficient time to

Hharge. The Kodatron Speedlamp produces a brilliant flash of
tremely short duration about 130.000 of a second capable of
photographing an average scene 0 feet distant at £711.

© Aller taking the desired pictures. always turn off the "POW KR

witch and immediately push the "FLASH TRIP. This will discharge
the condensers,
Poobtain the most from your SPEEDLAMP it should be sy nehronized Ol RTESY 1H RAL EFMANS FARRY. CHICA, 0]
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with the shutter of your camera. however, a synchronizer is not essen-

dal. Information on adapting synchronizers to shutters will be supplied
ipon receipt of a deseription and sketch of the shutter, provided, a
vnchronizer ean be used with your shutter. A cord is supplied to connect
ie synchronizer with the midget receptacle on the power unit.

When two or more lamps are to be fired simultaneously, they may be
«onnected in parallel with extra cords or more conveniently by means of
thatocell trip units, sold as an accessory. The photocell trip is a small
anit which plugs into the receptacle and clamps to the telescoping steel
stand. The photocell should he high enough so that it is not shielded.
“he camera is synchronized to one SPEEDLAMP by the synchronizer
‘ord and the flash from this unit sets ofl all the others that are fitted with

shotocell trips. This method of intersynchronization is operable up to
listances of approximately 50 feet. In a studio with reasonably light
valls the photocells will function by reflected light regardless of the
position of the first light, but outdoors or in a place with dark walls the
shotacell units must he in such a position that they can see the first light.

It is possible to control a SPEEDLAMP installation with two cameras

overing the same scene from different points of view, Such operation
‘equires that the synchronizers on both cameras be connected in parallel.
n this way either camera will control the lights but the operators must
‘emember that at least 10 seconds must elapse between successive flashes
regardless of which camera initiates the flash.

The quality and intensity of the light make it highly suitable for
nolagraphie vurnoges, For example. with Fastman Kodatron Panchro-

. age

Fa

Child Portraiture offers another opportunity for the Kodatron Specdlamp.

——
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otocell units must bein such a position that they can see the first light.

itis possible to contrala SPEEDEAME installation with two cameras
overing the same scene from different points of view, Such aperation

equires that the svuehironizers an bath cameras be connected in parallel,
In this way either camera will control the Tights but the operators must
emember that at least 10 seconds must elapse between successive flashes

wcuardless of which camera initiates the flash,

The quality and intensity of the light make it highly suitable for
Dt aravhic purnuse=. For example. with Eastman Kodatron Panchiro-

— Child Portraiture offers another opportunity for the Kodatron Sovedlomp
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matic A-H Film the quantity of light generated is sufficient to produce
a fully-timed negative of an average subject 50 feet away at f/11 on a
‘ine of 115 volts. In general, 50% longer development time should be
1sed to obtain comparable gammas. The spectral distribiition of the
ight of the Speedlamp is such that it can be used with Kodachrome
Professional Film and a special filter. Special instructions will be sup-

olied on request.

 ee —_—
Exposure Table for Kodatron Panchromatic A-M Film
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Precautions
[here are a few simple precautions that, if followed, will materially
nerease the life of the flash lamp and power unit.
I. Don’t leave the modeling light on more than necessary. This lampis a

srojection type and has a limited life.
Don’t connect the unit to a line which has an abnormally high

soltage—i.e. over 120 volts. This will burn out condensers, trans-

‘ormers, and modeling light.
Don’t leave the “POWER” switch on when the unitis not being used,

After turning the “POWER” switch off, press the “FLASH TRIP.”
Mis empties the charge from the condensers,
Don’t flash the light needlessly, especially at a fast rate, as the lamp
and transformer may become overheated.

6. Do not push anything into the lamp socket or the high voltage con-
rectors as a serious shock may result.

Servicing
Ihould the SPEEDLAMP fail to operate at any time, first check the power
autlet being used. If the outlet is alive and the fuse is not blown, first
hange the flash lamp. If the unit is still inoperative, the power must
w turned off and the tubes and circuit in the power unit checked.

it is inadvisable for a person inexperienced with high-voltage electrical
«quipment to atlempt repairs or tests on the inside of the power unit,
ince there is considerable possibility of a serious shock from the trans-

»
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former. condenser, tube, or wiring even if the power is off, The services
of a competent radio service man should be secured in case of trouble.

The following comments will be useful to an electrically-trained

ervice man:

If the pilot light fails to light and is tight in its socket, check the Fustal
within the power unit. Before checking the Fustat or the tubes, wail al
least 5 minutes after the power is turned off before opening the power
anit. This is necessary lo allow the charge on the condenser to leak off.
Re careful not to touch any of the terminals or the wires, until both sides
of the condenser have been shorted to the case with an insulated

handle screwdriver, If the charge has not leaked off the condenser be.
cause of a faulty leak resistor or shorting switch, shorting it may result in
a violent spark which is harmless to the condenser. Cautions Be sur
dhe screwdriver has an insulated handle with no rivets running through it.
\fler making sure that there is no charge on the condenser, cheek the
tubes to see that they have not loosened in their sockets or that the plate

sap of the 1616 Rectifier Tube has not come off the plate terminal of the
Lube. Should the tubes cheek all right. trace the circuit with an ohmmeler
referring to the circuit diagram for the correct values and connections.
Give special attention lo testing the condensers for shorts, Test voltages
are also marked on the diagram. A blown fuse indicates that thereis either
\ &lt;hort circuit in the unit or that the wrong power was used (such as a

liveet-current source). Do not replace a blown fuse until the trouble has

heen located and corrected.
Replacement Rectifier 1616 and Strobotron tubes and other compo-

aents as well as factory servicing may be obtained from the dealer

through whom the unit was purchased.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY + ROCHESTER. N. Y.

16 PRINTED IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
i=40-CH-B



KODATRON SPEEDLAMP
FOR ULTRA-RAPID “FROZEN-MOTION’’ STILLS

Through a licensing arrangement with Dr.
Harold E. Edgerton and associates of the Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology, the Eastman
Kodak Company has acquired the exclusive sale
ind distribution of the ultra-speed lamp, pre-
viously known as the Speedlite or Speedray. The
complete unit is now called the Kodatron

Speedlamp.

This is an incredibly thin slice of time. Just
for comparison let a half mile represent one
second, and only one inch of that distance will
qual 130,000 of a second.

The Kodatron flash is about 800 times as fast
as ordinary flashlight. Furthermore, the Koda-
tron tube is good for thousands of flashes. Ex-
perience has shown that its life is well over
5,000.

The quality and intensity of the light from
the Krypton-Xcnon-filled tube make it highly
suitable for photographic purposes. For exam-
ple, with recommended Eastman negative
naterial and developer, the quantity of light
senerated is sufficient to produce a fullv timed

Ho ornED still photography, far beyond
the limits of the fastest shutter, is now a

simple matter with the Kodatron Speedlamp.
\n clectrically operated, gas-filled tube pro-
luces a brilliant flash of an cffective photo-
graphic duration of about 1,30,000 of a second

y 1

Stopping this graceful dancer
ind the swirling folds of her
skirt in mid-air. Two Koda.
tron Speedlamps at 130,000 of
2 second. Lens stopped down
0 £32. Kaufmann and Fabry
photograph.
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negative of an average subject 50 feet away at
f 11. The spectral distribution of the light is
such that with a suitable compensating hlter*
excellent color shots of rapidly moving subjects
arc casily made with Kodachrome Professional
Film.

COMPLETE EQUIPMENT

The Kodatron Speedlamp consists ofapower
anit for the operation and control of the Koda-
tron Flash Tube, and an 18-inch aluminum re-

flector on an 8-foot telescoping stand. The com-

plete unit is carried on a steel base, equipped
with rubber-tired casters.

The power unit converts 110-volt, 60-cvcle
current to 2,000 volts, through a specially
constructed transformer. This current passes
through a rectifier tube and the direct current
is uscd to charge a condenser. (The charging
cvele between flashes takes about 10 seconds.
When the trip circuit is closed, either by a syn-
chronizer on the camera, by a photocell, or
manually by a switch on the power unit, this
energy stored in the condenser is discharged by
a Strobotron Tube through the Kodatron Flash

IMPORTANT
1. Critically sharp pictures of rapidly moving objects.
x. Simple, positive synchronization with most types

of shutters. No adjustment necessary for lag,
Two or more lamps may be flashed in unison py
photocell control.

High-speed color photographs with Kodachromeilm.

Great light intensity permits use of small . pertures
with consequent increase in depth of field.
Uniform amount of light per flash. No loss of ef
ciency during life of lamp.

7. Long-lived flash lamp.
3. Freedom from heat produced by con cations]

studio lamps.
Subject lighting modeled as with ordinary lights,
using the modeling lamp incorporated with the

br

vr
1)

0D.

Tube in approximately 1,30,000 ofasecond. © he
Strobotron and Rectifier Tubes need replacen: ne
only at long intervals, and the power unit ir f
will last indefinitelv

SIMPLE SYNCHRONIZATION

Synchronization is simple, casy, and positive,
as the lamp fires instantancously by electrical
contact when the camera shutter is open. No
adjustment for lag is necessary. Shutters of the
between-the-lens type and certain of the roller
blind shutters are easily synchronized. Even
celatively high speeds, such as 1,400 second, are
so much slower than the 1,30,000-second flash
that the latter can be checked for synchroniza-
tion by inspection at the full opening of the
shutter during the instant of flash. An easily
adjusted synchronizer, called the Kodatron
Speedlamp Timer, is soon to he available as
an accessorv

PHOTOELECTRIC TRIP

As many lamps as desired may be readils

informal, startlingly lifelike portraits are just simple snap-
shots for the Kodatron Speedlamp. The modeling light is cool
ind comfortable. The flash can be synchronized at highest
shutter speeds. All possibility of subject motion is eliminated
at 1/30.000 ofasecond.

Available in the near future
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! ADVANTAGES
flash tube. Modeling lamps give faithful preview of
the light balance in the photograph.

(0. Because of its extreme brevity, the flash produces
ao eye discomfort.
Subjects’ eyes retain normal pupil size because of
low illumination level while modeling or focusing.

Specially designed reflector gives illumination in-
termediate between a spotlight and a floodlight.
Directional enough to increase the intensity along
‘he axis to a considerable degree.

Economy of operation considering great number of
{lashes without tube replacement.

14. Low power consumption effects a substantial two-
way saving: lower electric bills and a much lower
mestment in special wiring required by ordinary

vudio lights.

n

 he Photoelectric Trip Unit clamps
© the stand above the power unit.

I'he photocell discharges a second
Laup from the flash of the first. Any
suber of lamps, so equipped, can
« flashed simultaneously. Note the
ew controls grouped on the name
plare of the Kodatron Speedlamp.

lashed in synchronism to cover large areas or to
shrain better modeling. This may be done by a
wire connecting the units or by a photoelectric
trip which flashes one or more lamps simul:
tancously with the first without any connection
between them. The photoelectric trip, sold as
an accessory, will function at distances well

bevond fifty feet. One trip is required for each
additional lamp. In a studio with reasonably
light walls, the photocell will function by
reflected light regardless of the position of the
first unit, but with dark walls or outdoors the
photocell must be able to “see” the first light
directly. A multi-plug receptacle also will be
supplied as an accessory to facilitate wiring
several lamps together for a combined flash,

(ABOVE)
The Kodatron Speedlamp is easily moved about
sn its swiveled casters. The telescoping stand

holding the Kodatron Flash Tube and reflector
has a maximum height of 8 feet. Note the stor-
age space beneath the power unit in the base.

synchronized with the camera shutter.

MODELING LIGHT

The Kodatron Flash Tube is a spiral tube into
che center of which is inserted a projection-type
incandescent modeling light. The modeling
light is sufficiently low-powered to cause no
discomfort to the subject. With two or more

Kodatron Speedlamps in use, these modeling
lights give a faithful preview of the balance of
ight on the subject. No additional illumina-
rion is required

PICTURES HERETOFORE IMPOSSIBLE
NOW EASILY MADE

Now, dancers in full career, acrobats in mid-
sir. and countless other action-packed subiects
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negative of an average subject 50 feet away at
F111. The specrral distribution of the light is
such that with a suitable compensating fileer*
oxeellent color shoes of rapidly moving subjects
are casilv made with Kodachrome Professional
Film.

COMPLETE EQUIPMENT

The Kodarron Specdlamp consists of a power
unit for the operation and control of the Koda
cron [lash Tube, and an 18-inch aluminum re-

tector on an 8-foor telescoping stand. The com-

plete une is carried on a steel base, equipped
with rubber-tired cascers.

The power unit converts 110-volr, 60-cvele
current to 2.000 voles, through a specially
constructed transtormer. This current passes
through a rection tube and the direce current
s used to charge a condenser. “The charging
ovale berween flashes takes about 10 scconds.”
When che trip circuit is closed, either by a sve
chronizer on the camera. by a photocell. on

annually bya swicch on the power unite, this
nergy stored in the condenser 1s discharged by
1 Srroborron Tube throuvh the Kodacron Flash

IMPORTANT
v. Critically sharp pictures of rapidly moving objec

Simple, positive synchronization with mos types
of shutters. No adjustment necessary for |g,
T'wo or more lamps may be flashed in unison p,
photocell control.
High-speed color photographs with Kod chrom,
Film.

Great light intensity permits use of small . perrgpe
with consequent increase in depth of ficl.:
Uniform amount of light per flash. No lo. of off
ciency during life of lamp.

7. Long-lived flash lamp.
 Freedom from heat produced by con ationg

studio lamps.
). Subject lighting modeled as with ordina  lighs,

using the modeling lamp incorporated ith the

Tube tm approximately1 30,000 of a sccond
Strobotron and Rectifier Tubes need replacen nn
only at long intervals, and the power unic
will last indefinitely

SIMPLE SYNCHRONIZATION

Svichronization is simple, casyv, and posit
as the lamp fires instantancously by cleco a
contact when the camera shuteer ts open. No

adjustment for lag is necessary. Shuteers of he
between-the-lens tvpe and certain of the rolior-
blind shutters are castly synchronized. oon
relatively high speeds, such as 1 400 second. are
so much slower than the 1 30,000-sccond flash

that the latter can be checked for svnchroniza-
tron by inspection at the full opening of the
shuceer during che instant of flash. An casily
adjusted synchronizer, called the Kodavror
Speedlamp Timer, is soon ra he available a

IN ACCESROTT”

PHOTOELECTRIC TRIP

As manv lamps as desired mav be readily

Informal, startlingly lifelike portraits are just simple snap-
shots for the Kodatron Speedlamp. The modeling light is cool
ind comfortable. The flash can be synchronized at highest
shutter speeds. All possibility of subject motion is eliminated
at 1 30.000 of a4 second

vl aks tn the near tare
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I ADVANTAGES
Mush be, Modeling lamps give faithful preview of
he light balance in the photograph.

, Because of its extreme brevity, the flash produces
10 eve discomfort.

subjects’ eves retain normal pupil size because of
ow illumination level while modeling or focusing.

specially designed reflector gives illumination in-
crmediate between a spotlight and a floodlight.
yirectional enough to increase the intensity along

xis to a considerable degree.

_onomy of operation considering great number of
Jes without tube replacement.
 power consumption effects a substantial two-

wing: lower electric bills and a much lower
Jument in special wiring required by ordinary

ty) lights.
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Chotochectric Vrip Unicclamps
« «tamil above the power unit

hotocell discharges a second
irom the Hash of the first. Any
or of lamps, so equipped, can

Dod simultaneously. Note the
«controls grouped on the name

ithe Kodatron Speedlamp.

ea (ABOVE)
I'he Kodatron Speedlamp is easily moved about
 mn its swiveled casters. The telescoping stand

holding the Kodatron Flash Tube and reflector
has a maximum height of 8 feet. Note the stor
age space beneath the power unit in the base.

din senchronism to cover large arcas or to

“on beteer modeling. This may be done by a
 io connecting the units or by a photoclecrric

which flashes one or more lamps simul

aeoushe with che first without any connection
wineen them. The photoelectric trip, sold as
tn accessory, will function ac distances well

sovond Aifey fect. One crip is required for cach
cldidonal lamp. In a studio with reasonably
ahve walls. che photocell will function by
cilecied tight regardless of che position of the
wst unit, bur wich dark walls or outdoors the

photocell must be able to see’ the first light
treet. A muldi-plug receptacle also will be
supplied as an accessory to facilitate wiring
several lamps together for a combined flash,

anchronized wirh rhe camera shutter.

MODELING LIGHT

The Kodatron Flash Tube is a spiral tube into
che center of which is inserted a projection-type
incandescent modeling light, The modeling
ght is sufficiently low-powered to cause no
discomfort to the subject. With two or morc

Kodatron Speedlamps in use, these modeling
lights give a faithful preview of the balance of
right on the subject. No additional tHumina-
jon is require

PICTURES HERETOFORE IMPOSSIBLE
NOW EASILY MADE

Now, dancers in full career, acrobats in mid-
vr. and countless other action-packed subjects
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can be “stopped cold —a phrase, by the way,
which achieves added significance in connec
con with the cold light of the gas-filled Koda.
tron tube. Subject motion becomes an asset

This complete freedom from traditional limita
tions makes new prospects of such hitherte
difficult subjects as fachers and squirming chil
dren, unpredicrable pets. The offhand, unposed.
characteristic shot at last comes into its own.

Wherever the impression of motion is a vital
part of the picture, the Kodatron Speedlamp is
indispensable.

Banquets, conventions, stage spectacles, ath-
lctic events are ideal subiccts for Kodatron

lighting. Large arcas require comparatively
few lights because of the long throw and great
intensity of the light from each unit. The light
exceeds that of 50,000 forty-watt tungster
lamps, and the flash is 800 times as fast as an

ordinary flash lamp.
Speedlighting is no longer a stunt. The

Kodatron Speedlamp opens up entirely new
fields for portrait, commercial, and illustrativ:
photographers. Scientific, technical, and medi
cal uses are practically unlimited. Capitaliz.
the spectacular things it can do. See yon
Kodak dealer. You'll find the lamp a ‘must
on your list of new equipment.

KODATRON SPEEDLAMP SPECIFICATIONS
The Kodatron Flash Tube is spiral-shaped and

filled with a combination of the inert gases
Krypton and Xenon. The tube in test runs has
demonstrated a life of well over 5,000 flashes.

Duration of flash, 130,000 second. Intensity
equal to 50,000 forty-watt bulbs. Uses ordinary
110-volt, 60-cycle current. Power unit raises to
2,000 volts, rectifics and stores the energy in
condensers. A special triggering circuit through
a Strobotron Tube discharges this energy in
1 30,000 second swith no lag. Charging rime,
ten seconds. (Uses 5 amperes for first few sec-
onds, only one ampere thereafter.) Power unit
fully protected against accidental discharge.
Impossible to open cover without fully dis-

charging condensers. Easily synchronized wit!
practically all types of shutters.

Modeling light, *'V'-filament projectior
type, tungsten bulb, 50 watts. Aluminu
reflector of special design, 18-inch diameter
Three-section telescoping steel stand, 8 fe
high fully extended. Power unit measures 8
10 x 9 inches, removable from shelf of basc

Storage space for connecting cords below powe
unit. Weight complete, 59 pounds. Attractiv.
gray finish; some metal parts have chromium
finish. Photoelectric trip unit available as ar

accessory. Multi-plug receptacle for intercon:
necting the power cords of several lamps also to
be available. See price list below

LIST PRICES

Kodatron Speedlamp, including power unit complete with
Strobotron Tube and Rectifier Tube, Kodatron Flash Tube.
18-inch reflector, telescoping standard, svnchronizer cord.

Kodatron Flash Tube... ...

StrobotronTube..............
RectifierTube...............
Photoelectric Trip Unit... ...

Extension Lamp Cable. 12 ft

$400.00
30.00
7.50
7.50

20.00
36.00

Prices subject to change without notice

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

1.
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